Gale Scavenger Hunt
Kids InfoBits: Life Cycles

Directions Use the Library’s database called Kids InfoBits to find answers to the following questions

about Life Cycles. Write your answer and the source for the information listed in the article in the spaces
provided below.
To answer these questions, use the Life Cycles Topic Page. From the home page, click on Browse Topics or
use the Search box to locate the Topic Page titled Life Cycles.

1

All the stages of life a living being goes through from birth to death are called a Life Cycle. From the 		
content type Books, find the document titled Monarch Butterflies to answer this question. How many
stages are in a Monarch Butterfly’s life cycle?
Answer:
Source:

2

In the ocean there is a unique jellyfish called Turritopsis nutricula. Look in content type Magazines 		
and find the brief article Death-defying jellyfish. What makes this jellyfish so special? The jellyfish is 		
very small—what is the size of the Turritopsis nutricula?
Answer:
Source:

3

In Kids InfoBits you will discover fantastic and informative pictures. Explore the content type Pictures 		
and open the picture about a Raspy Cricket. Looking at the caption, fill in the blank—after a newly 		
hatched cricket molts, it is called a 				
. How can you tell if a cricket is a nymph 		
or an adult cricket?
Answer:
Source:

4

		 Insects look very different in each stage of their life cycle. Watch the Video titled Insect Life Cycles to 		
		 answer this question. In a life cycle, insects and animals go through a series of distinct changes. What 		
		 is this called?
Answer:
Source:

5

From the Life Cycles main topic page, use the Search within results box and type in Dragonfly. 		
Read the topic overview from the content type Books titled Dragonflies: Three Stages of Growth. 		
Dragonflies have something special that helps them hunt and eat all kinds of water animals. What is it
and what does it do when they want to catch food?
Answer:
Source:
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